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noTe From The DIrecTor

The Writers’ Slate           Fall 2015

The Writers’ Slate is published by The Writing Conference, Inc., and features some 
of our nation’s top quality writing by students, kindergarten through 12th grade. The 
national journal is published three times a year, including one issue filled with award-
winning prose and poetry. The publication is available online. 

The editor invites original, creative, and expository writing by students in kindergar-
ten through 12th grade. Book reviews of children’s or young adult literature written by 
students are also welcome. Educators are also encouraged to submit article ideas for 
feature article consideration.

The deadline for the winter issue is January 15. The deadline for the fall issue is June 
15.

Please submit all entries electronically to: johnfranklin@writingconference.com

Submissions should clearly indicate:
• writer’s name
• school’s name
• writer’s teacher
• city and state
• grade level
• contact information (email address and phone number)
• category or genre (poetry, exposition, or fiction)

Due to the number of submissions, the editor will typically respond only to submis-
sions that have been accepted for publication. Submission will not be returned. The 
editor reserves the right to edit manuscripts for clarity, style, and according to space 
limitations.

John H. Bushman, Director
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leTTer From The eDITor

Ah, autumn!...

…when English teachers wax poetic; when Romantic poets compose odes; when The Writers’ 
Slate editors get to work.

Not that editing this journal is really work; really, it is more like a guilty pleasure, like taking 
an extra schmeer of frosting with your piece of cake.

As ever (or at least for the fourth year), autumn brings us the pleasure of a new intern.
For Volume 31, let me introduce you to Royce Parker. The role of Assistant Editor—with its 
multiple responsibilities—seems particularly appropriate for Royce, as she desires to enter 
the publishing world after graduation. We hope that her work here will provide support for 
her career.

As ever is the case, the good parts of the journal are the direct result of her work with our 
writers. And, as ever is the case, the booboos are mine, for which I apologize in advance, 
asking only the opportunity to offer a bandage for any you may find.

*As is the case from time-to-time, we read something of merit that doesn’t really quite fit any 
of our three categories poetry, exposition or fiction. And, as is the case from time-to-time, we 
believe a noncategorical submission is worthy of our interest-- and of yours, too. In the past, 
for example, we’ve published and you’ve read illustrated essays, or process-analysis with 
live links to the Internet. In the interest of supporting creativity—and of publishing worthy 
writing—in this issue we offer to you a short dramatic narrative. We hope that you enjoy 
reading it—as well as our writers poems, essays and stories—as much as we do.

John Franklin
Pittsburg State University
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Sharfa Bashir
Harold M. Brathwaite Secondary School
Brampton, Ontario
12th Grade

trembling

winter air wrapped around naked branches

numb.

breath escaping the bereaved kiss of collapsed lungs

a caustic affair

with cunning inebriation

the light, once showing the way, now blinding effortlessly

the allure of disaster is filtered through sepia

the temptation incessantly fueled with an undistinguishable furor

i/am/too/damn/weak/for/this

Sharfa’s Poem
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Sydney Sargis
Warsaw Community Highschool
Warsaw, IN
11th Grade

by and by

Empty bus stops and fraudulent lies, 
only take up the space of fractions of the issues
our tired minds endure on a daily basis. 
We stop to watch the news pass by.
We stop, mesmerized by gossip produced by
a society that has their heads so far up their asses
they have not seen the light of true
creativity. In years. 

Corruption is inevitable,
it can neither be completely made,
nor completely broken as a whole.
By and by, we sit unfazed, unfaltered, 
on the exterior casings that cage 
our firing souls.
Yet, on our interior that fire
is dimming, faltering, becoming 
fazed. By and by.
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Meager words pull us apart
Life hangs by a thread
Death whispers gossip in your ear
You know not how to stop him
You swallow the emptiness everyday
And watch the dull fabric of the sky float by you
Never letting anyone through the door to your soul
Hiding behind the mask of a smile 
Strategically planning each sentence
Careful not to let your guard slip

You search for companions
But no one knows who you are
Cowering from your best friends
Behind a wall of empty words
You love and hate death’s company
And miss the summer days
But those are long behind you
Caught in an endless winter
You want death to take you far away
To soft green fields and quiet meadows

We hold onto your coat 
So you won’t leave us
I grab your big hand in my small one
You try to pull away
Stay with us
We love you
Even though you do not love yourself anymore
Hold onto the frail strings of life
They are delicate and breakable
But they are worth it

Arianna Winslow
Homeschool
Bayport, MN
10th Grade

Stay
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Tragedy

Claire Bonadio
Joyce Kilmer Middle School
Vienna, VA
7th Grade

He slipped from the shadows 
Blood dripping from his mouth

A tragedy, you see
Turned into something 
He never wished to be

But now torn apart,
His ragged heart

Searches for something

Tears fall to the pavement 
Desperately

Asking where the days went

When he was happy and safe
Away from this pain

But those days will never come
Again
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“I wish that you could stay”, She said
as they walked along the shore
I wish this didn’t have to end-
(She always wanted more)

he knew Her well enough to say
you’re fine, now move along
but little did he know, each thing
that She said came out wrong

I wish that beach would never end-
I wish it never died
“I wish you that you could stay”, She said
She stumbled, then She cried

don’t let My fingers slip away!
enclose them in your touch
don’t listen to a word I say,
for you know far too much

how very disastrous of you
to leave Me in the sand
wishing you had never left-
wishing I had held your hand

and begged you please with all My heart
to think of Me as your own
“I wish that you could stay”, She said
but dear, You’re all alone

Grace Vedock
Need
Lake Quivira, KS
11th Grade

A walk to 
remember
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Victoria Rathernotell
Homeschool
Greensville, TN
8th Grade

Raindrops

Many drops of liquid pearls,
Softly tickling the roof,
Patting down the dirt,
The touch of hushed lullabies

The light footsteps of wind,
Stepping through the drizzle,
Pausing ‘round the corner to listen to the mist,
Pacing whisper of tranquility

The figuration of lilacs – tingling through the air,
Spraying off words without weight,
Mouthing silenced songs,
Rain is the memory of distant promise dissolved into a soothing gem
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Paralyzed

Harper Beeland
Chattanooga High School Center of Creative Arts
Chattanooda, TN
12th Grade

Paralyzed, static, absolutely still,
Yet not at all calm,
For every single passing moment
Mars me, kills me inside, 
And I am torn in my actions.

How base am I to ignore
My most beloved ethereal figure,
The late though magnificent Dane,
By clutching this sword
And giving it no use!

How low am I to permit
That incestuous murderer,
Who dispatched my kingly father
From this cruel Earth with one drop,
To see the light of day!

How is it that this internal fury
Drives me to such actions
As slaying the accomplice
And not the odious King,
Whose eyes are equally prying?

The justification for my
Excruciating hesitation
I know is logical, though,
I feel, far from
My natural desire.
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His fate is almost certain;
His soul tainted black
By innumerable sins,
Though he can wash them all away,
And I would be doing no harm.

I am absolutely certain
That this will return to spurn me,
Spit in my eyes and tell me
Of my own demise.
How else could it end?

 Though if I fall,
 I will bring him with me.
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Love Letters

Kyleigh Toomey
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
10th Grade

I miss the love letters,
For they are not delivered now.

I miss the lavender roses,
For they have wilted in their vase now.

I miss your irises of blue sequins,
For they have disappeared under heavy lids now.

I miss the timid flower bell melody that was our love,
For it has become a conflicted Italian arpeggio.

The notes are not delivered now.
But I cannot miss the letters any longer,

Because even if an envelope were to fill the void of my hands,
I know I would close my eyes and return to sender.
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Allie McCommon
Chattanooga High School Center for Creative Arts
Chattanooga, TN
11th Grade

Highschool I have hated this year and the year that followed

I have hated myself and all my sleepless nights

The tired mornings and the rolling eyes are now habitual 

The work load and missed meals have now formed a system 

I can not raise my hand in class because I chose sleep over homework 

I can not raise my grades because the teachers are in bad moods

I wouldn’t say I’m burned out, but I’m not happy either 

The days here are long and strangers give me wary glances

Because my backpack is too heavy and I haven’t smiled since August.
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Devil’s 
Advocate

Grace Zaplatynsky
Schaumburg High School
Schaumburg, IL
12th Grade New fashion is black on white

Two clashing colors, on two ends of the spectrum

But artists with some creativity like Michelangelo, Picasso, and DaVinci

Have mixed these colors and more

To create new shades and tints,

Including the middle of the middle gray

Democrats and Republicans keep fighting on the news

And they never get anything done

Because people are too stubborn to try to deviate from societal norms

And maybe see in the middle

Black and white people accuse each other of racism,

But no side bothers to think what the other truly means

In the end, when we are all just corpses

We all turn gray

So why does it matter which color you are now

Why can’t we simply see that there is more than the two extremes

There aren’t only two types of humanity

There isn’t only the beautiful and the ugly
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Or the crippled and the healthy

There aren’t the intelligent and the stupidity

Tell me why you can’t see

I’m sitting on the sofa, opposite you

You like it when your tongue moves, I prefer not to watch

But you keep demanding me, asking me, pleading with me

Trying to get me to see your side of things

But I refuse to be pulled to your extrema,

Standing on my own, I have my own beliefs

I don’t want to choose a side

I don’t want to be for you or against you

I just want to stand in the middle

But I’d prefer it if you didn’t stand on both sides of me

Tugging on my arms

Like you’re playing Human Tug-of-War

Like a dog with his rope toy, trying to yank it out of his owner’s hand

I don’t want to be the toy you play with

I don’t want to conform to your black and white

We can do this the hard way or we can do this the easy way

Why can’t it be just a bit painful,

Like compromise often is

If I ask for freedom, don’t completely ignore me

If I ask for advice, don’t control me

You wish me to choose black or white,

You say there is no gray

But even in black and white pictures, there are different shades,

I’m not asking for a hundred shades of grey,

I’m asking for just one

Right smack-dab in the middle

I don’t want to be a dog on a leash,

But I don’t want to be a fire in the woods, either

You say, “let me play Devil’s Advocate”

I ask, “Is this a game to play? Is this Monopoly?

Where you have one winner and several losers

Because the losers didn’t know how to keep their money

Or they were just unlucky?”

Do you think I am that whimsical,

That I can change opinions like the direction of a windsurf board on the
ocean?
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That, while I am thinking a certain way,

If you just play Devil’s Advocate,

Try to stretch me to the sides,

My opinions will change?

But I am a fortress,

Made of solid iron

Standing tall on the border

And guess what color I am
Gray.



EXPOSITION
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Maddie Parrent
Trinity Christian Academy
Addison, TX
8th Grade

Holocaust 
Heroes

   Martin Luther King Jr. passionately voiced his view on silence 
in the face of evil when he claimed, “There comes a time when one must take a 
position that is neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but he must take it because 
conscience tells him it is right.” Coming from a person who had been a victim of 
cruel prejudice, this quote accurately represents courage of conscience because 
of the way the details embody both the challenges faced and the help given to 
others by speaking out against wrongdoing. Displayed continuously throughout 
history, courage of conscience became an important aspect of finding one’s voice 
to speak out against Hitler’s tyranny during the Holocaust. Although the Second 
World War led to much physical disaster, one of the most upsetting aspects be-
came the lack of bravery shown by those who refused to defend the millions of 
innocents that Hitler dehumanized into slaves, objects, and experiments. Because 
of this, the Holocaust required the fearless few willing to voice their opinions to 
risk everything– their citizenship, their homes, even their lives– all out of pure 
humility and as an extension of kindness to those in need. André Trocme of Le 
Chambon sur Lignon, France, certainly contributed to these few who chose to 
live as an example of courage of conscience, changed by the dreadful experiences 
of World War I and the opportunity to serve as a pastor in the Catholic Church.

 Guiding the Christian community and serving in World War I gave André 
Trocmé and other citizens of Le Chambon sur Lignon the bravery to stand up 
for the victims of the Holocaust. Seen as the leader of the village, Pastor Trocmé 
served as a moral counselor for Le Chambon. Born in 1901, Trocmé came from 
a long line of Germans, and as a teenager in World War I, he had been deeply 
moved by a German soldier who became a conscientious objector to the govern-
ment’s policy. He then moved to Le Chambon because he sought a remote vil-
lage where he could begin a church because he needed to live in a place where 
his opposition of the German government would not be discovered. About two 
years later, a leader of the Reformed Church demanded that Trocmé stop aid-
ing Jews because he could damage French Protestantism, but despite the threats 
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of prison, Trocmé refused. The oppression André Trocmé personally faced made him 
determined to provide support for those suffering from the cruelty of the Holocaust, 
motivating him to open up his city as a shelter for Jews and other victims on the run 
from the Nazis.

 With the aid of his influential position in the church and the convenient location 
of Le Chambon, Trocmé graciously provided aid to Jewish escapees. More specifically, 
the citizens of Le Chambon, who sacrificed their personal time and money, helped to 
aid with the upkeep required for the local school to teach the sudden surplus of new 
students. Although educated men and women served as both teachers and administra-
tors, the uneducated also had a chance to help by operating as janitorial and kitchen 
staff. Daniel Trocmé, the nephew of André and Magda, even went so far as to person-
ally deliver over 100 student lunches every day, walking four kilometers often in bliz-
zard conditions to do so. Bested by the apparent innocence of the Non-Jew citizens, 
Nazi soldiers never collected enough evidence to sustain a proper lawsuit for treason 
against Le Chambon. Courage of conscience remained distinctly conveyed through the 
honorable acts of bravery and generosity achieved by the citizens of Le Chambon sur 
Lignon.

 Located near the border of Switzerland, Le Chambon sheltered hundreds of Jew-
ish refugees during the Holocaust, but the citizens faced dehumanizing treatment by 
the Nazi government because of their brave acts of love. Unfortunately, Trocmé en-
countered much persecution because of his kindness, both religiously and physically, 
but he continued to maintain his faith for the sake of those in need. To give an exam-
ple, the Vichy authorities demanded that the pastor and the city stop taking in Jews, 
but the town refused, claiming God called them to help those in need of shelter. Then 
on April 18th, 1942, gendarmes surrounded Chambon to destroy all of the “illegal 
aliens.” Because of his efforts to illegally foster runaways, Trocmé resided in a concen-
tration camp near Limoges in February, 1943, where camp commanders tried to force 
him to sign a commitment stating that he would obey all government commands. But 
despite the threats of imprisonment for life and even the death penalty, Trocmé did 
not give in to their demands and returned home after five weeks. In the end, Trocmé’s 
perseverance proved worthwhile, for he helped over 500 Jews escape into Switzerland. 
One day, a group of citizens from the neighboring city witnessed Daniel taking these 
lunches to the school, and followed him, leading them to the warehouse where citizens 
secretly taught Jewish children. As they had no evidence to prove Daniel’s alleged 
crimes, a company of Nazis took up temporary residence outside the borders of the 
city and continually scoured the town for runaways, which forced Jewish refugees to 
hide in the cellars of their hosts’ homes. Nevertheless, authorities gathered evidence 
against Daniel Trocmé, who spent the rest of his days in a concentration camp called 
Dora, where, in 1944, he died of starvation and exhaustion at the young age of thirty 
four. The Trocmé family’s brave actions proved worthy of recognition by a Yad Vash-
em award, which recognized André, Magda, and Daniel Trocmé as Righteous among 

the Nations. The aforementioned trials that the Trocmés faced, as well as those of 
the other citizens of Le Chambon, caused the significance of aiding the victims of 
the Holocaust to be that much more courageous.

 As proven above, André Trocmé quietly and humbly added to the handful 
of citizens who chose to be examples of courage of conscience because he was sig-
nificantly affected by the tragic events he previously experienced. To have a high 
position in the church proved extremely valuable to Trocmé, providing him with 
resources and a powerful political influence. Plagued by the everlasting memories 
of World War One, Trocmé felt moved to do whatever he could in order to prevent 
a life from being taken, even going so far as to opening his home and facing concen-
tration camps himself. Since the influential experiences he faced in the past made 
such an impression on him, Trocmé perfectly fit the definition of courage of con-
science, using these experiences to the advantage of the Jews and other victims of 
the Holocaust. While speaking to a Vichy authority, Trocmé explained why he con-
tinued to provide help to runaway Jews, “These people came here for help and for 
shelter. I am their shepherd. A shepherd does not forsake his flock... I do not know 
what a Jew is. I only know human beings.” He decided that he did not want to sit 
on the sidelines and watch as millions of innocent people died, and his courage 
gave him an opportunity to speak out against Nazi tyranny– proving that a single 
voice can change the world.
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Sanjay Kubsad
Mead Senior High School
Spokane, WA
12th Grade

The Destiny of 
Science

  Science faces a new threat, perhaps its greatest threat. The public interest 
in scientific progress is destined to wane. The roots of this can already be seen. Public 
apathy to science continues to grow. When NASA first sent the man to the moon, mil-
lions stayed glued to the television. They watched as Neil Armstrong took one giant 
leap for mankind. Yet, according to Michael Tribbe, author of “No Requiem for the 
Space Age”, surveys conducted by the New York Times one year after showed that a 
majority of Americans could not remember his name. How is it that one of the greatest 
achievements in science loses interest so quickly? The reason for can be explained by 
the mind’s mathematical perception of the world.

Humans have a built in sense for recognizing proportions. We see the world relative 
to itself. It can be evidenced in how we view age.  It is not the wonder of childhood 
that makes it seem like the longest part of life. This is because although we age linearly, 
we perceive logarithmically. 

This is why the first years of our lives seemed to linger for a longer duration; be-
cause, every new year we aged was a smaller fraction of all the years we’ve lived be-
fore that. The logarithmic perception extends far beyond age. When driving from Seat-
tle to Spokane, adding ten miles to the trip will not be easily noticed. However, driving 
ten more miles to find a restaurant in the city will seem more noticeable. The human 
brain is particularly impacted by relativism. It does hold advantages. The logarithmic 
programing of our brains allow us to estimate in manner, as Journalist Ben Thomas 
puts it, “that reduces relative risk rather than absolute risk.” This allows for quick deci-
sions in an information heavy world.

Although a logarithmic method of perceiving holds merits in sorting out the con-
stant influx of data, it makes it inevitable for the public to lose interest in science, as 
they age and as the discoveries become more common. Each new discovery that is 
made is a smaller fraction of all the discoveries ever made before. This concept makes 
it impossible to heighten the public’s interest in scientific progress. The name Albert 
Einstein is so fondly remembered among the public, but Roger Penrose, one of the 
most influential physicists today, is not in the public eye. This is because Einstein was 
one of the first to breakout as a rockstar physicist in the 20th century. And then, Marie 
Curie, Jonas Salk, Niels Bohr, Francis Crick and James Watson swarmed the pedestal. 
Our innate logarithmic perception made any equally revolutionary future discover-
ies by scientists a smaller fraction of the existing set of discoveries. Although natural, 
this trend brings problems. Scientists depend on public approval to secure funding so 
an apathetic public results in less money to sustain innovation. Furthermore, interest 
in scientific progress needs to be met with as equal excitement from the public as it is 
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with the scientists. The imbalance leads to an innovation plateau. Today, technology is 
solely driven by consumers. Improvements in smartphones, internet and computing 
technologies, although significant, are in the end, simply improvements not innova-
tions. Although our cars are faster and cleaner, the paradigm has not shifted as it had 
done in the mid-20th century.

The answer to this is not media coverage. The BP oil spill of 2010 was extensively 
covered yet did not spearhead the oil industry or drive the Green Revolution. Media 
outlets frequently cover gene therapy but the public has not batted an eye. The an-
swer lies in revolutionizing the way the public views innovation. Our natural instinct 
to view scientific progress logarithmically needs to be transformed by the education 
system to be viewed additively, as to treat every discovery with a baseline amount of 
respect. Steps can be taken to educate about the impact of each innovation to achieve 
this goal. Furthermore, scientific development must seek to explore new terrain rather 
than simply solving the problems of today. For example, the US at the time of the 
space launches did not have the most efficient commercial airline planes, yet NASA 
embarked on creating the space shuttle. Developing the space shuttle not only uncov-
ered more engineering phenomenons but also created technologies which improved 
the commercial airlines. As existentialist Søren Kierkegaard puts that, “life can only be 
understood backwards; but it must be lived forwards.” Similarly, the problems today 
can only be solved when we continue to innovate. Granted, by following this path, sci-
ence will take risky turns, but in the process it will uncover deeper truths of the world 
around us and drive us closer to our final form and destiny.



FICTION
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Griffin Callaghan
The Meadowbrook School
Weston, MA
6th Grade

  Gavin scuttled down the stairs to begin his first class. He had felt trapped for 
a long time, and today was no different. Great, he thought, English. When Gavin 
reached the bottom of the wooden stairs, he made his way into the dining room where 
his mother, a best-selling author, sat. 

“Hey Mom,” Gavin said.
“I’m not your mom right now, I’m your teacher,” she said.
 Gavin knew that already. When his parents realized he had inherited his father’s 

engineering gifts, they pulled him out of school. He had been homeschooled for as 
long as he could remember. And after the accident, Gavin’s parents were even more 
sure that homeschooling was the right option for him. 

 Gavin stretched his arms and sat back in the chair designed to accommodate his 
robotic legs. His father had crafted it for him. Gavin was aware of how rigorous the 
lessons that day would be. Wednesdays were the hard days. 

 “Okay Mom, I’m ready to be crafted into a best-selling author like you,” Gavin 
teased.

 His mother was not listening to him; she was talking on her phone. 
 “Okay,” Gavin’s mother said. “Can Gavin come to your office? Oh, I see. Be right 

over.”
 “My editor just called and needs me at his office immediately. Can you stay here 

alone? I shouldn’t be long.” she said.
 Gavin pretended to ruminate. “Yes, Mom. I can be here alone.”
“I know. See you later,” she said. “Love you.”
His mom got up from the table and grabbed her keys off of the table. She swung 

open the door and blew him a kiss. Little did she know that Gavin had been waiting to 
be left alone. 

 He could recall the accident like it had been yesterday. He had been riding his bike 
home from his judo lesson when one wheel popped and he spilled onto the road. Then, 
a truck was swerving, snake-like, down the road and was not slowing down. The 
headlights blinded him, so he was too stunned to move. The truck drove directly over 
his legs and kept on driving. Gavin learned much later that the drunk driver who hit 
him crashed and died later that night. 

He made his way to his bedroom, where all of his science equipment lived. He sat 
down in front of the enlarged version of the x-rays of his broken legs. They were a 

Aluminum Spiders: 
Beginnings
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mess; every last bone had been crushed into pieces. Gavin pulled his huge toolbox out 
of the drawers of his desk. 

He selected the same tools that his father selected 8 months ago when he decided to 
use his engineering talents to give Gavin a chance at walking again. Gavin knew that 
his mother was concerned about giving him false hope, but here Gavin was, attempt-
ing to synthesize robotic arms to match his legs. He snatched his protective eyewear 
off of the ground and slid the goggles over his eyes. He got to work. He pulled out a 
chunk of metal from underneath his bed. He had purchased it the previous week from 
a mechanic. He chose the first of his many tools; the metal cutter. Sparks launched in 
all directions as he cut the chunk into eight strips. Then Gavin started to weld the eight 
strips of metal into the two hollow arms that he wanted. After he built the structure of 
the arms, all he had to do was set up the electricity. Easier said than done. 

After 3 hours, Gavin felt that his new metallic arms were the best that they were 
going to get. The electricity in his new arms worked. And he had successfully linked 
them to his brain using the special belt his father had made for him. Now, Gavin 
thought, for a little joyride. 

He left the house. He moved as fast as his legs could carry him, knowing that he 
could probably outrun any land-animal, making him the fastest land-being on the 
planet. He swung around corners by using the metal arms as a giant sling-shot. It felt 
good to be outside in the autumn air. He thought, Dad did a better job on these legs 
than I thought. Gavin was free, and when he reached the city he was not even winded. 
He did not care who saw him, or what they would think. He felt normal, and that was 
enough.
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Riona Chakrabarti
Our Lady of the Missions School
Kolkata, West Bengal, India
10th Grade

Scarred Souls

 They stand together smiling at me. I try to move forward towards them but invisible 
hands hold me back. I call out to them and ask them to run because I know something bad will 
happen if they stay. But they keep smiling at me, their eyes shining with joy. My mother reach-
es out her hand towards me. I struggle to reach them. I hear a loud bang. My father collapses to 
the floor blood flowing from a bullet wound in his back. I scream and struggle harder against 
the hands. I hear a scream and my sister falls down with a similar wound. No sound escapes my 
mouth as my brother is shot dead.

A torrent of tears pours down my cheeks. I stop struggling and watch helplessly as my moth-
er’s lifeless body crumbles to the ground.

I jerk awake. My palms are sweaty and beads of perspiration cover my forehead. I 
stare at the ceiling for some time, gasping for air and trying hard not to scream. Finally 
I get up from the floor, fold my threadbare mat and stack it near the wall. All around 
me lie my comrades, my brothers-in-arms, lost in deep slumber.

I get out of the tiny cottage and walk towards the well. All around me the golden 
sands glitter in the light of the rising sun. It is very early but people are already up, 
attending to their chores. I wince as the cold water flows over the bullet wounds from 
my last expedition.

I sit on the ground to pray to a God who had designed a ruthless and cruel life for 
me. Master says that God always guides us towards the right path, but our destiny de-
pends on the path we choose to follow. Our decisions make us who we are. It is really 
hard for me to believe Master. Where was God when my family was in peril? Where 
was he when those rich brats murdered them? What choice did I have?

I have had one prayer since that terrible night – to strike hard and avenge my fam-
ily’s murder. To make sure that there are not more like me who are awoken every 
night by nightmares who spend their entire life in regret because they were not strong 
enough to protect their loved ones.

I make my way towards the training arena. It is a large extent of sand divided by 
fences into smaller sections. Master goes around from section to section inspecting 
the younger trainees and barking orders to the older members of our group. Over the 
years I have learnt a lot but as I approach Master I feel like that young boy who had 
approached him for the first time- ignorant of the world and scarred by its brutality. 
He is the closest thing I have to a father.

“Practice your aim. Tonight you are posted on the eastern hills. Do not forget to re-
port on time.” He orders in a crisp tone.

I give a small nod and turn to leave.
“We will receive new orders from the base tonight. Be ready for another mission next 

week.” He calls out to me.
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I walk towards the shooting arena. Here the beginners stand at a distance from the 
targets and shoot at them, but we have to run from one end of the arena to the other 
shooting at as many targets as we can.

My hands shake a little as I load my Knight SR25 rifle. I remember my dream. I re-
member them. Everyday day, every moment since that dark day I think about them. 
I miss my mother’s soft caress; I miss my father’s words of encouragement. I miss the 
stories my sister used to tell me, I miss playing games with my brother. Sometimes 
the pain is so unbearable that I just want to curl up on the ground and wallow in my 
misery.

    I jump at the sound of gunshots. They scared me then, they scare me now. How 
clearly I remember that accursed day. The day when my world came crashing down. 
The day when all my happiness and joy were robbed and I was exiled to the dark void 
of pain and misery. The memories of that day grow sharp and well-defined every day, 
and so does my urge for vengeance. 

They broke into our house that night. My mother’s scream still echoes in my ears. 
When my mother tried to stop them they slapped her hard. She fell against the table 
hitting her head on the corner and tumbled to the ground, her dark crimson blood 
flowing fast. They grabbed my father by his collar and dragged him outside. My sister 
held me close as my brother rushed outside. I could hear screams and jeering laughter. 
Then there was a loud bang and all was quiet. 

My sister rushed me into the backyard, 
“Run”, she urged “Go!”
They were back. My brother was trying to stop them, but again a loud bang. My 

brother fell to the ground.
“Go!” 
A final push.
I can never forgive myself for what I did. I ran. When my legs trembled with exertion 

and my vision became blurry with tears, I turned back to see my house ablaze. I turned 
back to see my family’s funeral pyre.

I kept walking until I collapsed with weariness. I woke up staring at the ceiling of a 
hut. A man was sitting beside me.

He touched my burning forehead “Rest”, he told me “You are home.” 
 My arrival was followed by days of persuasion. They told me I would be able to 

take revenge. They told me I could help destroy more like those murderers who killed 
my parents. Since then the man who had saved my life was my teacher, my Master, my 
only family. 

I have reached the starting point. I take a deep breath and start sprinting. My gun 
feels heavy in my hands but I squeeze it harder. I keep telling myself that I am not 
scared of the gun, of the small bullets that could destroy lives. I keep telling myself that 
I am not scared of killing, as long as it is for the right purpose. 

I squeeze the trigger. 

I am brave.
The bullet passes through the center of the first target.
I am strong.
A bullet passes through the second target.
I miss my family.
They were murdered ruthlessly.
I will avenge them.
The bullets pass through the third, fourth and fifth target and I come to a halt.
The young trainees and my team-mates stand awestruck around the fence as I reset 

the targets. They stare at me as I shoulder my gun and walk out of the arena, a small 
smile crawling across my face.

I learnt long ago that the world was a harsh place and its brutality could be coun-
tered by fighting only. It is like a forest where the predators lurk in the shadows threat-
ening our very existence and the only way to survive was to fight. There was no place 
for fear. To fight we had to conquer our fear and anger.

 That night I left a part of me in my village – my soul. That night it burned along 
with my loved ones. I died that night, only my body remains and I intend to use it in 
the destruction of evil even if it means the destruction of mankind. I will prevent the 
creation of more like me.

We are called criminals but we are the protectors.
We are outcasts now but we shall die heroes…..
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Wei Xiao Zhang
Phillips Exeter Academy
Exeter, NH
10th Grade

airport goodbyes

 Winter, 2006. Frost on the car windows blurred passing highway fences. On the 
horizon floated a grey cloud that was the airport. I made out the shapes of its curved 
roof and beanstalk towers as they got bigger and bigger, clearer and clearer. My 
mother and I were taking a one-way flight to Australia and my father was too busy to 
come with us. He was saying goodbye at the airport. Our reflections flittered across the 
airport’s glass doors as we walked through: a family of three.  Six years old, I was tall 
enough to reach my mother’s shoulders and the middle of my father’s ribcage, level 
with his pointy elbows. Using one hand, I tugged my suitcase along, the other was 
trapped inside my mother’s grasp pulling me forward past the gate that read “Pas-
sengers Only From This Point.” I turned around. My father’s head momentarily rose 
above the crowd in front of the gate. His outstretched arms waved from side to side, 
like an upside-down pendulum. I watched until he disappeared into the moving mass 
of people. 

 “When will I see baba again?” I looked to my mother.
 She was busy putting her backpack, her handbag, and her suitcase on the Cus-

toms Inspection conveyor belt. “Get your suitcase on the belt. Come on, there are peo-
ple behind us.” 

 “When will I see baba again?” I lifted my bags onto the belt.
 “Soon,” she paused. “Time will go so fast you won’t even realize that he’s gone, 

and we’ll be together. I think you’ll be too busy to miss him anyways. Even if you do, 
we can call him. Move along now.”

 I nodded and followed her through Customs Inspections, past shops with neon 
lights, past mouth-watering dim-sim displays, past big yellow boarding gate signs 
with bold black numbers. I followed my mother, one hand in hers, grasping tight, until 
we reached our boarding gate. Ma was right, I chewed on her words, Australia is so 
new and so exciting that I won’t even realize baba is gone. 

He was never there anyways. Some mornings, I sneaked into my mother and father’s 
bedroom. All I found was a made bed, straightened sheets and folded covers – nobody 
had slept there. 

Baba didn’t talk much to me either, he seemed to enjoy pinching my cheeks more, 
or picking me up then spinning me around and around. But most of all, he loved his 
computer. Some nights, when I slept with my mother in their room, the glow from my 
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father’s computer screen stayed on late into the night. The glow lit up his straight nose, 
his hair that curled like my own, his neck that was long like my own, and the frame 
of his glasses. Lying next to me, my mother grumbled. The grumbles got louder and 
louder and louder until finally my father threw his hands up and turned off the com-
puter. Sometimes he didn’t. My mother then told me to sleep upstairs in my room. She 
told me that I needed to sleep in order to grow tall. But those nights, I couldn’t sleep. 
There was too much noise from the room below as my mother and father’s words, 
brandished as yells and shouts, clashed with each other. It sounded like knives hitting 
the chopping board, or the sizzling of oil in a wok when the stove is too hot. The noise 
would never stop.  

I felt a hand on my arm. 
“Come on now. It’s time to go.” my mother tugged my arm. I looked up at her, 

dazed. 
“Do you want to miss the flight? They’ve already started boarding. Australia is 

waiting.” 
***

I liked Australia. My mother and I lived together, just the two of us. Our house had a 
garden full of wild flowers and shrubs and vines tangled together. 

I liked my new school too, even though I understood very little of what everyone 
said. The teachers were nicer than the students. One teacher taught me how to write 
a Christmas Card for my family. She spelt out letter by letter “Merry Christmas”, and 
“Mum” and “Dad”. I crossed out “Dad”.  

“No Dad,” I told her, “Dad in China.” 
Why put him on the card if he won’t get it? She frowned at me for a moment then 

put her hand on my shoulder saying “everything is okay.” I nodded, I was glad that 
she thought I was “okay”. Soon I would become “good”. If only I could remember 
when to use “I” instead of “me”. 

 My mother smiled as she read my Christmas card until she saw the scrawled line 
over “Dad”. She turned to me and held my hand in hers. 

 “Remember: Baba loves you. You’ll see him soon.” Her eyes were firm, her tone 
was warm. Then she lowered her voice and warmth turned into something pressing, 
almost fearful. “Are you happy here? Do you like Australia?”

 I thought for a moment. Why wouldn’t I be happy? So, I told her, “I’m happy. 
Also, my teacher told me that I was okay today, I think I’ll become “good” soon. I love 
Australia because mama is with me. I like how mama picks me up from school and 
that mama makes me food every day.  “

 She nodded, her eyes turned away from me. There was a frozen smile on her 
lips. 

 “It’s good that you’re happy. We’ll call your father this weekend.” Her lips final-

ly opened. 
I didn’t see my father again until a year later. After two weeks it was another good-

bye at the airport. I was seven, grown past my mother’s shoulders and one rib higher 
on my father’s ribcage. I carried a backpack and tugged along my suitcase, following 
my mother past the gate into Customs Inspection. I saw my father’s reflection on the 
glass wall: his arms waving from side to side before he was blocked out by the moving 
crowd of travelers. 

“Why doesn’t he ever come with us?” I asked my mother.
“He can’t, he’s busy with work. And he doesn’t want to -----” my mother sealed her 

lips together. 
Why didn’t he want to? I frowned. Mama always told me that baba loved me. Didn’t 

he also say he missed me? He couldn’t always be that busy.
As we passed through Customs and walked to our boarding gate, I heard my mother 

sigh.
Another year passed before I saw my father again. Then, another year would go by. 

At the airport, I tried to find his outstretched arms and greying head rising above the 
crowd gathered outside the “Passengers Only From This Point” gate. But I couldn’t see 
him.

“He left because he was busy. Let’s go,” my mother pushed me with her voice. “Re-
member: your father loves you. I love you.”  She sounded strained. 

I plonked our bags onto the conveyor belt. Once they were out, I dragged my suit-
case, shouldered my backpack, and followed my mother to our boarding gate. 

“Is Dad always busy?” I asked her as we were boarding.
“I know he loves you, but he’s just too busy,” my mother’s voice was so low it almost 

seemed like she was speaking to herself, “just too busy.”
I imagined his flapping arms and bobbing head drowning in a sea of travelers out-

side the gate.  He had already said goodbye.
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Abir Bhatia
Coyote Creek Elementary
San Ramon, CA
1st Grade

The Field Trip to 
the Himalayas

Introduction

I have a problem. A really really big problem.  My class room 211 is going on a field 
trip to the Himalayas. Let me tell you about it.

Chapter 1 : The field trip

The morning bell rang Ding, Ding, Ding. “Class come and sit on the rug. I have 
something important to tell you,” said our teacher, Miss J. “We are going on a field trip 
to the Himalayas.” The whole class went wild. Everybody except Suhaan. She was the 
fancy pants. She never liked to go wild. “Calm down class, calm down” Miss J hol-
lered. Calm down? Calm Down? How am I supposed to calm down when we are go-
ing on the most exciting field trip ever.

Chapter 2 : The stupid smelly bus.

Just then my teacher announced that we are going on the bus. I groaned. Ugggh.. 
Not that stupid smelly bus again. It smelled like ear wax, skunk and throw up. I hate it. 
I just hate it. That stupid smelly bus. ”Oh please don’t groan,” said the teacher. Every-
body kept on groaning. “The school bus has air conditioning now,” I whispered to my 
friend Aditya. “ Fat chance, its not like its going to smell any better”. “ Yeah,” he whis-
pered back, “ If it ever does smell any better it will be a miracle”. “Agreed”.

Just then Brandon the bully smacked Suhaan in the face. “Stop groaning you little 
priss.” “Don’t be such a baby.” Suhann screamed. “Miss J! Brandon smacked me in the 
face. I just got my hair done”. “Brandon, to the principals office” “But But But” stam-
mered Brandon. “ Now!!” He marched of in a huff. “What a big deal” I muttered to my 
friend Caleb.

Chapter 3 : Safety first.

After school my friends Aditya and Caleb were coming home with me. “I know 
exactly what we are going to do”, I said excitedly. My friends guessed that we were 
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going to play spy trackdown and race cars. “None of that silly stuff” I said “We are 
going to make first aid kits for the field trip.” “Yeah great idea but where will we find 
the materials?” asked Caleb. “My brother has a lot. I’ll go ask if I can borrow some as I 
raced downstairs.” 

I found him in the library “as usual” I muttered to myself. He was always over there. 
I asked him and just my luck. He said “I could.” I raced back upstairs to tell my friends 
the good news. 

I told them the good news. Now all we had to do is get the supplies out and put 
them in the kit and I already have the kit right here in my room. This was easier than I 
thought. 

I put all the equipment into the first aid kits. Aditya organized the kits and Caleb 
made sure everything was there. I handed one to each one of them. Now we can go 
and have some fun!

Chapter 4 : Fun Fun Fun and some eating too.

I got spy trackdown out. Aditya won very quickly. He is very good. Then I got mo-
nopoly, blast out and battleship and like a thousand more games. Suddenly a volcano 
started to rumble. But it was just our tummies. So we went downstairs. From all that 
work we were hungry. I fixed us a tuna sandwich. Yum, this is the best sandwich. I 
loved that my mom taught me how to cook. It was the best thing ever. Before I knew 
it we were done. Then I hollered “who wants dessert”. I gave Aditya a scoop of choco-
late ice cream and Caleb a scoop of Vanilla ice cream. I asked, “Do you want it in a 
fancy cup or a regular cone?” Both of them answered “fancy cup please.” I was pretty 
sure that they had never seen one before.

After we were done with dessert and playing a couple of more games it was time to 
leave. I sped upstairs to get their first aid kits and then I waved and said, “see you at 
the Himalayas!”

Chapter 5 : Himalayas here I come!

The next morning we boarded the stupid stinky bus for the trip to the Himalayas. I 
plopped down with my friends. “I knew it wasn’t going to smell any better,” I mum-
bled to my friends. Once we were at the Himalayas I took a deep breath. I sighed, 
“climbing time,” but I couldn’t help smiling. Besides we were on a field trip. I should 
have fun. 

We hiked and hiked till we plopped. We actually did plop. I couldn’t take another 
step. Not even a tinsey tiny millimeter. Yep. That is how exhausted I was. “C’mon! Just 
one more mile,” Aditya pleaded. “Fine,” I replied sighing. So we hiked one more mile. 
I shouldn’t have agreed.

Suddenly the bushes started rumbling. “Ahhhh,” screamed Suhaan, the fancy pants. 
“There’s nothing brat,” said Brandon the bully. But then I added, ”Nothing yet…”. 

Everybody’s faces looked worried. Everybody, except Brandon. He was showing his 
muscles which weren’t anything at all. I will take care of this he boasted. I wasn’t so 
sure about that. “Ewww,” said Suhaan. “That’s disgusting”.

Chapter 6 : Run for your lives.

Suddenly a mountain lion sprang out of the bushes. He snarled and curled back his 
lips. Then there was a moment of silence and the next thing I knew I was shouting, 
“Run for your lives!” The mountain lion was grey with a pitch black tummy. It had 
cool stripes too. Its legs seemed to be pulled back. He had an evil eye. “Groovy,” I said 
from a distance, but I was still terrified. 

Just then an idea popped into my head and I was sure it would work. I got on my 
back. My friends thought I was crazy but I wasn’t. Since I was on a hill I rolled down 
faster than the lion. Maybe not that fast. It was fun and exciting. “Weee!” I cried. 

I skipped a heartbeat. Then I gathered some courage and clung on to the rest of the 
class. Finally the mountain lion was out of sight. “Phew that was a close one.”

Chapter 7 : The trip back home.

With a sigh I went back on the bus for the trip back home. I plopped down on the 
seat. I just couldn’t stop thinking about the incident.  My heart was beating a million 
times a second. I put my hands in my pockets. I felt something. I curiously pulled it out 
and what did I see. A camera! 

Then I remembered, “Oh yeah, the camera that my dad gave me.” It had x-ray vision 
too. I did not take any pictures so I put it back in my pocket. I wish I had taken a few 
pictures for my mom and dad to see. They both love pictures. I showed the camera to 
my friends. I asked them what I should do with it and they said I could throw it away 
but I explained that my mom and dad were picture freaks.

Chapter 8 : Home sweet home.

When the bust arrived at my stop, I couldn’t wait to tell my mom and dad about the 
field trip. Yep. I just couldn’t wait. I raced home. When I sat down for lunch, I practi-
cally dug into my food. “Man, this food is so good” I said. “Two things, one stop dig-
ging into your food and two, did you take any pictures with your x-ray camera,” My 
mom asked. 

“Mom, I don’t want to disappoint you but I didn’t have any time. We got chased by 
a mountain lion,” I explained. “Check! Just check” my dad said. I sighed. I opened the 
gallery section of my camera and I couldn’t believe my eyes. I had taken a picture of 
the lion and there was a live person inside it. From then on I never used an x-ray cam-
era again.
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Haley Moccia
Croatan High School
Newport, NC
12th Grade

  A hard of hearing old grandma with a slight limp/scuttle walks into a 
Verizon Wireless phone store with her first Smartphone (enters Stage right). She has no 
idea how it works and needs help. There is an IT Guy sitting behind a desk in the cen-
ter of the small store. He gets up when she walks in and walks over to her.  

IT GUY: Excuse me ma’am, may I help you with something?
GRANDMA: What? You’re going to have to speak up sonny. I can’t hear you!
IT GUY: (talking louder, almost shouting) Sorry ma’am. I said what can I help you 

with? 
GRANDMA: Oh, I need help with this Smartphone. It keeps beeping at me, and I 

don’t know how to call anyone. I should have gotten a dumb phone. I kept asking the 
lady that sold me the phone that I wanted a dumb phone, but she said they didn’t have 
any, only Smartphones. So, I had to get a Smartphone with 10 gigabits of data, what-
ever that is.  (With shaking hands, she hands the phone over to the man.)

IT GUY: (taking the phone from her) I see…(examining it).. Ma’am, the beeps are 
from text messages. 

GRANDMA: What?....Tuxedo… Mass…Sewage?  
IT GUY: (shouting louder) No, ma’am, Text Messages. The beeps are from text 

messages. 
GRANDMA: Oh, text messages. What are those?
IT GUY: They’re like little e-mails from your friends. 
GRANDMA: E-mails? What in tarnation’s an e-mail? 
IT GUY: (sighs to himself) It’s a way to communicate with someone without talking 

over the phone.  You type them a message and send it to them. 
GRANDMA: What? How is it sent?
IT GUY: It’s sent from another phone to your phone. 
GRANDMA: You mean like through the air?
IT GUY: Um… sure. It’s sent through the air. 
GRANDMA: (with awe) Well, I’ll be darn! That’s nifty. Is wi-fi the same way? I yell 

at my grandkids all the time to close the door because they’re letting all the wi-fi out. 
IT GUY: No ma’am, wi-fi doesn’t do that. No need to yell at them anymore. ( He 

shows her the phone) These apps here are your social medias. There’s Twitter, Face-
book, Instagram...

GRANDMA: My granddaughter said something about a Twitter bird. Why does she 
have a cute little tweedy bird in her phone? Poor thing, must be hungry. 

IT GUY: No, no, it is a network where people socialize. She doesn’t have a bird in her 
phone. 

GRANDMA: Oh, good… and I want to take pictures of my grandkids. How do I do 
that?

IT GUY: (showing her the phone) You click this app, push this button, and there ya *Grandma 
vs. 

Technology
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go. You have a picture of your grandkids. 
GRANDMA: So, I need to take two right? One for me and another for my grandkid?
IT GUY: (laughing) No ma’am, you only need one. They’re digital, so you don’t need 

two. 
GRANDMA: Wait, is everything digital? I’m too old for this! I want my dumb phone 

back! 
IT GUY: Ma’am, I don’t have your old phone!
GRANDMA: (angrily) Old Bone! Who you calling old, sonny! I’ll tell you who’s old! 

(She starts hitting him with her handbag and yells) Give me my dumb phone back! I 
want it back you Rag-a-muffin! 

IT GUY: Ow, ow, ma’am, please stop! Here, take it. ( He holds out the smart phone) 
GRANDMA: (She yanks the phone out of the guy’s hands and hobbles out of the 

store: Stage right, angrily yelling) This world’s headin’ toward disaster with this tech-
nology mumbo jumbo! I swear, back in my day all we had were tin cans and a string 
and it worked just fine! (stage lights go off)
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